
In today’s healthcare economy, data is the new 

currency. Leveraging information is the key to 

optimizing operational performance, clinical 

outcomes, and competitive advantage. 

There is no shortage of data.  Your organization produces 

a staggering amount of it every day—clinical, financial, 

operational, and more—for every location, and region, and 

enterprise-wide. The challenge is easily accessing the right 

data in real time to make the right decisions consistently. 

LG CNS Business Intelligence streamlines your data into a 

simple, digestible format that pulls it all together—exactly how 

you want to see it—for visibility and insights to drive quality, 

compliance, profitability, and growth. 

Access real-time data 

in smart dashboards

• Group by locations, regions, custom characteristics

• Sort, highlight, drill down and/or filter your data

• Set “heat maps” to identify underperformers and stars

• Choose from multiple views for the best and easiest way 

to analyze results

888-501-4118 | healthcare.lgcns.com

Communicate effortlessly

• Immediately share reports with stakeholders

• Create your own push reports to monitor time-

sensitive KPIs

• Tailor permissions, security, and universal 

browser access by role

Get intel how—and where— 

you want it

• Access all functions on computer, tablet, 

or smart phone

• Drill any data all the way down to the details

• Create new reports adeptly, as new needs arise

to analyze results

888-501-4118 | collain.com

Collain Business Intelligence

a staggering amount of it every day—clinical, financial,

simple, digestible format that pulls it all together—exactly how

you want to see it—for visibility and insights to drive quality,

compliance, profitability, and growth.
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Choose the right Business Intelligence Solution... Choose Collain.
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